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Executive Summary
Introduction
Txt2Remind looks to improve individual’s access to care through the use of appointment
reminders and recall text messages. In a day and age where the majority of the
population has access to a mobile phone, it is important to not only ‘keep up with the
technology’ but also use technological advances to our advantage. Communicating
with patients in a manner closer to home could improve access to care and health
outcomes. While more and more technology is being introduced into the health sector
globally, as it is believed to have huge positive effects on health outcomes, it is
important to expand the literature through research and test for effectiveness. This study
looks at evaluating the effectiveness of the health software Txt2Remind in the New
Zealand healthcare context. Although it is important to evaluate effectiveness of new
technology, it is also important to understand its use and therefore where there is room
for improvement. This study also looks at evaluating the variations in Txt2Remind and
Medtech 32 use across 10 New Zealand General Practices.
Methods
Ten practices were selected from a large group of Txt2Remind users. Each practice was
interviewed, about their use of Medtech and Txt2Remind, and had their Medtech data
extracted (Appendix Three). Letter recalls and Txt2Remind recalls were extracted for
analysis over two separate time periods for all enrolled patients. The screening and
classification tabs in a patient’s Medtech file were then searched to see if a related
input was updated within 60 days of the corresponding recall. For example, Patient X
was sent a recall for their annual diabetic review. Patient X’s screening file, in Medtech,
was checked for a diabetic screening update within 60 days of when the recall was
sent. If there was a screening update, then the recall was considered to have been
actioned, if there was no screening update, then the recall was not actioned. Refer to
Appendix One on page 43for more detailed methodology.
Results
The ten practices included in this study used Txt2Remind to varying capacities. All bar
one practice, uses Txt2Remind for appointment reminders on a daily basis, however,
practices vary in their use of Txt2Remind for recalls. The majority of variation lies in the use
of Medtech 32, which Txt2Remind integrates into. If practices do not use the Medtech
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recall system correctly, the recall contact list will provide inaccurate results. Despite
these variations, Txt2Remind has shown to be effective.
Integrating Txt2Remind into the ten practices included in this study have shown to
reduce unattended appointments (DNAs). Txt2Remind has the ability to bring healthcare
closer to home and increase access to primary care. Txt2Remind, when integrated into
the practice correctly, has shown to significantly increase recall follow up for CVD,
diabetic and cervical smear recalls. By changing the way individuals receive their
recalls, in their pockets closer to home, Txt2Remind has been able to increase recall
follow with the hopes of early prevention and increased health outcomes.
Future Direction
Although Txt2Remind has shown to positively impact access to care in ten general
practices around New Zealand, there is still significant room for improvement. The
appointment recording process, allowing for all appointment to be tracked when
cancelled, rebooked, unattended and attended, could be improved. Vensa Health is
currently developing an online booking system where all appointments can be tracked.
The second area for improvement would be to understand more conclusively the
connection between a text message recall and follow up rates. Vensa Health is
developing a function, which has an embedded link in all appointment reminders and
recalls so that patients can directly connect to the online booking system from their text
message. This system, paired with the appointment tracking system will allow Vensa
Health to understand the direct effect of receiving a text message and booking an
appointment.
Conclusion
Txt2Remind has effectively reduced DNA appointments as well at increase recall follow
up by integrating a smart system into general practices to bring healthcare closer to
home.
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Constraints

Constraints
There were a few constraints to this project that shaped the development, results and
analysis. They are as follows:
It was outlined in the project brief that data was to be collated and extracted in a nonidentifiable manner so that patient information was kept private and confidential.
Although this constraint is necessary for the privacy of patients involved, it placed
constraints on the development process. Medtech 32 is used in different ways by every
practice making it hard to find where certain data is stored in the system. Without access
to practices full databases, more research was needed in the area of Medtech use and
more time was spent developing an appropriate data extraction software. Although
efforts were made to work around this constraint, there were still many unknowns and
assumptions made.
Txt2Remind data was extracted over a two year period. This ensures that the practice
has been using Txt2Remind for a significant amount of time providing more data for
extraction. However, as a result, more variability is introduced into the data extracted.
Over a two year period, practitioners can come and go from practices leading to
inconsistencies in the use of Medtech. Over this time period procedures can change, for
example, the preferred method for recall communication. Additionally, over a two year
period, government targets, policies and regulations can change. This, for example, can
affect the type of recall a practice focuses on sending and even the read codes that
are associated with certain recalls and conditions. This constrained how accurate
analysis could be.
This project was a retrospective study, constraining the project to the past use of
Medtech and Txt2Remind. In the future, through the use of Vensa Health’s new initiatives
(Implications for the Future), data can be collected in an appropriate manner so more
accurate analysis can be done.
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Limitations

Limitations
There were several limitations to this project and they are as follows:
The variation in the use of Txt2Remind also placed limitations on this project. Not all
practices use Txt2Remind to its full potential, resulting in low numbers of messages
sent in certain areas. This then limited the number of practices for data comparison.
For example, only two practices sent enough messages in relation to CVD for
analysis.
The use of Medtech 32 was a large limitation placed on this project. Each practice
has a slightly different way of using the Patient Management System (PMS) which
not only affected the development process of the data extraction tool but limited
the accuracy of analysis. Practice’s variation in Medtech use were:
How a DNA appointment is recorded/dealt with
What the appointment books are used for (i.e. tasks and admin)
Recall protocol, whether the recall contact list is used manually or
automatically. If recalls are not created, changed and closed in the correct
manner the recall contact list will be inaccurate.
Whether inbox documents are added to the screening tab of a patient’s file
Whether the correct read codes are used in regards to screening updates
Comparison data was limited to recalls sent out by letter only. Several practices
have phone calls integrated into their recall procedures. If a patient has not
responded to the last two recalls, they will call them in person. This process, however,
is not recorded anywhere, making it impossible to take phone call recalls into
account.
Receiving immunisations on time is limited to children being healthy, parents
creating the time to take their child to the doctors and so on. Recalls are usually sent
to caregivers based on the time the government schedules the vaccine. If a child
has been late for one immunisation this pushes back all the following immunisations.
All recalls are then not time relevant and no action will be taken during the set time
frame. This limits immunisation results to how ‘on time’ immunisations are received.
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Assumptions

Assumptions
As a result of constraints and limitations placed on this project, assumptions were
made. They are as follows:
Appointment Reminders
For every appointment attended, there should be a transaction in the patient’s
Account holder (A/c) tab. This should be done even if the patient is not charged as
the practice will need receipt of their visit and services provided to receive funding.
However, it was found that this is not always the case. Any appointment that did not
have an associated transaction, was not deleted from the appointment book, or did
not have a note stating DNA or did not attend in the appointment book, was
considered an attended appointment.
Time between appointment reminders sent and appointment result recorded
(attended, cancelled or DNA) was assumed to be no longer than seven days as the
automatic appointment reminders does not let you send appointment reminders
any earlier.
Any appointment cancelled one hour before the set appointment time was
considered a cancellation. Any appointment cancelled from the appointment book
any time after one hour before the set appointment time was considered as did not
attend (DNA).
Recalls General
When information comes back into Medtech after a result (screening or recall
results) it goes straight into the providers and patients inbox. What is inconsistent is
whether or not those results are manually and individually copied into the screening
tab on the patient’s records. All practices had this as their procedure, so we had to
assume that this manual transfer of information always happened, when in reality we
cannot be 100% sure this always happened.
When analysing recall data, for each practice, it is important to note that only letter
recalls that were sent out using the correct associated template were analysed. As it
is impossible to analyse the exact content of outbox documents themselves, the
document code was assessed for inclusion and exclusion. Documents labelled
5
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Assumptions
‘recall’ were found, however, these were not eligible for inclusion as the specific
recall was unknown.
The time between when a recall was sent and a screening was updated on the
corresponding patient file was set at 60 days for all recalls. This time frame was set
under the assumption that most individuals do not spend a lot of time at the doctors,
due to costs, time and health. Sixty days was considered and assumed due to the
fact that a reminder can possibly spark your memory days or even weeks after
receiving the message. Extra time is needed for booking an appointment and also
receiving results.
Diabetes
All diabetics should be classified as a diabetic (and their type of diabetes) in their
patient records classifications. However, practices have mentioned that this is not
always the case and, as this is a manual individual patient input, there is room for
error. We are assuming that all diabetics have been classified as diabetic in their
classifications.
For screening updates, it was assumed that Albumin/Creatinine ratio results after a
diabetes recall were associated.
Immunisations
Time between a recall sent and an immunisation record updated on a patient’s file
was set at 60 days. This time frame was chosen under the assumption that there are
delays in immunisation for other unforeseeable reasons like illness.
CVD
For CVD screening updates, it was assumed that lipids level results after a CVD recall
were associated.
Analysis:
For analysis of statistical significance one-tailed z tests were used. This test was mainly
used for the comparison between the two time frames within the one practice for
each recall. It is important to note that under the constraints and limitations it was
not possible to know whether the two samples were independent of each other.
Regardless, with the data extraction software built for purpose, it was impossible to
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Assumptions
pair data from before and after Txt2Remind. It is therefore assumed that those from
the first time frame are not sent recalls in the second time frame, and that those sent
text recalls have not been sent a letter recall in conjunction.
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Did Not Attend (DNA) Appointments
Txt2Remind Basic and Premium Practices
Out of all ten practices involved in this study, all had a reduction in DNA appointments after introducing Txt2Remind to their
practice. These reductions varied from small percentages up to 6.4%. Not only did Txt2Remind contribute to creating more revenue
for each practice by reducing DNAs but it also importantly connected individuals to their healthcare services.
There were many variables taken into consideration to generate and analysis these results. Each practice has their own way of
denoting a DNA, cancellation or attended appointment, some practices uses online booking systems like Connectmed, which can
lead to bookings under the wrong name (E.g. mother books appointment for child under their name). Reducing these variabilities
for future research would lead to more accurate numbers, most likely showing just how much Txt2Remind has reduced DNAs for
practices.
It is important to note that samples sizes were based around the number of appointment reminders sent through Txt2Remind over a
two year period. These numbers were much lower than the total number of appointments each practice had over the two year
period. While not every patient has a mobile phone number, if more reminders were sent out via Txt2Remind, the effect could be
greater, connecting more patient with their healthcare services closer to home. (Statistically significant)
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Diabetic Recalls
Txt2Remind Basic and Premium Practices
Of the ten practices whose data was extracted for this study, only three had sent enough text messages in relation to diabetes for
analysis. Over the past two years, practice eight has not sent a single text message in relation to diabetes, while practices three,
four, five, six, seven and ten have sent less than 95 text messages that definitely reached the patient.
Many practices choose not to send text messages for diabetic recalls due to the fact that the majority of diabetic recalls involve
blood work. Blood work required a paper lab form from the doctors, so if a patient has not been in to see a doctor around the time
of their recall, they need to be mailed their lab form, which practices will send together with the recall itself. Some practices
choose to follow up, if necessary, with text message recalls, once the lab form has been sent. The paper nature of lab forms stops
practices from sending out diabetic recalls through Txt2Remind.
Despite many practices choosing not to send diabetic recalls through Txt2Remind, those who have done so have seen a positive
effect. Practices one, two and nine all had an increase in diabetic classification updates in Medtech when the recall was sent
through Txt2Remind compared to letters.
After completing one-tailed two sample z tests for all three practices, only practice one’s increase was statistically significant (P1 =
0.046, P2 = 0.329, P9 = 0.569). Despite only one significant increase in screening updates, it is important to note that all three
practices had an overall increase in diabetic screening updates after a recall.

Classification Update Rate After Recall
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Cervical Smear Recalls
Txt2Remind Basic and Premium Practices
Two of the ten practices analysed in this study have not sent enough text messages regarding cervical smear (Cx) recalls to be
considered for analysis (practice nine and ten). The remaining eight practices have all sent a significant number of Cx recalls,
being the most common recall overall.
Of the eight practices considered for analysis, six have significantly increased classification update rates for cervical smears (pvalue (1) = 0, p-value (2) = 0, p-value (3) = 0, p-value (5) = < 0.0001, p-value (6) = 0.0394, p-value (7) = 0.0141)
Of the ten practices, two had results showing that classification update rates have decreased since the practice had begun using
Txt2Remind. As these two practices have results very different from the overall trend, the results are most likely due to other factors
within the two practices. When smear results are received at all practices, they are automatically added to the appropriate
patient and provider inboxes. If these results are not updated into the screening tab of the patient file in Medtech, the results will
be a false representation of what is happening. Practice eight and four are the only practices in this study that send out their
cervical smear recalls from the recall contact list in bulk (Appendix Two). Due to the unreliability of the recall contact list, if not used
correctly, sending messages out in bulk could result in sending the same person the same recall on a regular basis. If they are nonresponders, have not yet booked or attended their appointment or have had a hysterectomy, Txt2Remind results will be negatively
impacted.

Overall Cervical Smear Recalls
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Cardiovascular Recalls
Txt2Remind Basic and Premium Practices
Cardiovascular disease (CVD) is an intricate disease, therefore making recalls specifically related to CVD hard to identify in
Medtech. The only specific recall related to CVD (excluding blood recalls) is the Cardiovascular Disease Risk Assessment (CVDRA).
Of the ten practices involved in this study, only two have used Txt2Remind text messages in regards to CVD enough to be
considered for analysis (practice one n = 1,130, practice six n = 112). Practice eight has sent enough text messages through
Txt2Remind, however, previous to signing up with Txt2Remind the practice did not sent out any recalls in regards to CVD. This made
it impossible to compare the effect Txt2Remind has had on CVD recalls.
The main reason why many practices do not send out CVDRA through Txt2Remind is because it is an intricate recall. Many patients
do not know what a CVDRA is and it required more explanation than can fit in a 160 character text message. However, the reason
that all practices had sent at least a few text messages regarding CVD is most likely due to the fact that practices would follow up
CVDRA recalls that were still overdue despite having sent the patient a letter recall.
Of the two practices that do use Txt2Remind for CVD recalls, practice one more so than practice six, both have seen a statistically
significant increase in classification updates with the use of Txt2Remind compared to the traditional letter recall (P-value (1) = 0, pvalue (6) = 0.005).
These results indicate that adding Txt2Remind to the CVD recall process can increase CVD classification update rates. Connecting
patients with their healthcare services by placing the health in their pockets can be extremely successful. By connecting people to
their healthcare and increasing CVD recalls, it is possible to increase early health prevention methods and improve health
outcomes.

Screening Update Rate After Recall
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Immunisation Recalls
Txt2Remind Basic and Premium Practices
Immunisation recall numbers were generally much lower, across all age groups, than any other type of recall. Due to the overall
low numbers of recalls, all practice results with more than ten text messages sent will be shown. Sample size numbers will be
displayed on the graph below.
Although all scheduled immunisation age groups from five years old and below were analysed, only eight month old and two year
old data will be displayed. This is mainly due to the limited number of text messages sent. Data on other age groups can be
provided upon request.
Eight month immunisation recall data shows that eight of the nine practices sending immunisation recalls via Txt2Remind have had
a higher rate of vaccination with the use of Txt2Remind. The only practice that showed higher vaccination rates before Txt2Remind
was introduced has a sample size of 12, which is extremely low considering the practice has an enrolled population of over 15,000
people. In addition, the overall decrease for practice six is not statistically significant.
Practice one, three, four and five all showed statistically significant increases in vaccination with the use of Txt2Remind (p-value =
<0.0001, 0, 0.048, 0.049).
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Two year old immunisation recall data shows that seven of the nine practices sending immunisation recalls via Txt2Remind have
had a higher rate of vaccination with the use of Txt2Remind. There were, however, two practices who showed higher vaccination
rates before Txt2Remind was introduced into the practice. Practice one, the overall decrease is not statistically significant (p =
0.16), although for practice five the overall decrease is statistically significant (p = 0.021). Practice five is the only practice that
claims to send their immunisation recalls out retrospectively. Therefore the individuals who are being sent recalls are most likely
made up of individuals who are late to vaccinate or are conscientious decliners. This will ultimately affect results.
Practice three, four, seven, nine and ten all showed statistically significant increases in vaccination with the use of Txt2Remind (p value = 0, <0.0001, 0.021, 0.003, 0.04)
It is important to note the overall percentages shown in both immunisation results. Vaccination rates are much lower than practice
and national levels of immunisation. Each practice, with the exception of practice five, all claimed to send their recalls out before
the recall is due. With immunisation rates this low, it is possible that immunisation recalls are only going out to individuals who have
already missed their scheduled immunisation date, changing the demographic of individuals. If this is the case, results will be
affected.

Vaccination Update Rate After Recall
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Smoking Campaign Manager
Txt2Remind Premium Practices ONLY
Five of the ten practices have been on Txt2Remind for different periods of time over the past two and a half years. Even though
these five practices have access to Campaign Manager as part of their Txt2Remind contract, two have not used it either to its full
capacity or at all. Practice two has only sent out 90 messages related to smoking and was therefore not considered for analysis.
Practice two has also sent out a limited number of smoking messages, 173, this practice has, however, been considered for
analysis. These two practices show that not all practices are using the resources available to them to their full potential. Of the
limited messages sent by practice two, the response rate was 8.89%. More importantly though, none (0%) of the very few responses
were updated in Medtech using the Campaign Manager. As these two practices are not using the Campaign Manager to its full
potential, they will be followed up with.
Of the other three practices that have used the Campaign Manager more often, response rates were between 15%-26%, while
these response rates are lower than we have seen with other smoking campaigns, it is important to note that of all the responses
the majority were automatically updated in Medtech through the Campaign Manager. This will have saved these practices a lot
of time contacting patients and manually updating their files in Medtech.
Giving patients healthcare closer to home has contributed to these response rates and has potentially contributed to cessation
advice and even cessation itself, improving health outcomes.
Response Rate

Classification Update Rate After Text Message
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Smoking Recalls
Txt2Remind Basic Practices ONLY
Five of the ten practices involved in this study are only on the basic version of Txt2Remind. This means that all text messages sent
out in relation to smoking were sent out through Medtech, individually or through the query builder, instead of through the
Campaign Manager in Txt2Remind Premium.
One of the five practices on basic Txt2Remind has not sent enough text messages in relation to smoking to be considered for
analysis (n = 56 over two and a half years). This practice has received funding from their PHO to employ an individual to call
patients to update their smoking status and offer them brief advice. The use of Txt2Remind for smoking is not needed.
The four remaining practices considered for analysis have response rates around expectations. What is to note is the classification
update rates. Practices seven, nine and ten all have update rates over 70%, these numbers could be improved through the
automatic updating system in Campaign Manager.
Practice eight, on the other hand, is a perfect example of how Campaign Manager can help practices. This practice has sent
11,728 messages in relation to smoking and had a very successful response rate of over 50%. Unfortunately, because Campaign
Manager was not in use and the Txt2Remind inbox was not monitored, only 9.94% of these responses were updated in Medtech.
This is a significant loss of information that could have been automatically coded in Medtech with the use of Txt2Remind
Campaign Manager.
Response Rate

Classification Update Rate After Text Message
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PRACTICE ONE

Basic since late 2009
Premium since early 2015

Txt2Remind Basic and Premium
Txt2Remind Use
Apt Reminders

CVD Recalls

Diabetes Recalls

CX Recalls

Imms Recalls

Campaign Manager

Patient Communication

Txt2Remind Variations

Appointment Book Use

Despite having Txt2Remind Premium and the write back
features, Practice one asks patients NOT to respond to their
text messages. Therefore the Txt2Remind inbox does not need
monitoring (Appendix Two).

Practice one charges for DNAs $$$$$$ (With the exception of
the first time).
Nurse appointments are walk-in appointments only.
A nurse administration appointment book is used for task rather
than appointments (Without appointment reminders).
These variations in Medtech and practice policy could
potentially have influenced analysis (Appendix Two).

CVD Recalls sent by Txt2Remind were more likely to be
actioned than those recalled by letter
CVD Recalls
(n=1,130)

Txt2Remind

Before Txt2Remind

40.44%

12.92%

16

Screening Update Rate After Recall

The use of Txt2Remind has reduced DNAs by almost 4%
DNAs
(n=18,017)

Txt2Remind

12.49%

Before Txt2Remind

Percentage of Total Appointments

16.45%

Diabetic Recalls were more likely to be adhered to if patients
were sent a text message reminder
Diabetic Recalls
(n=602)

Txt2Remind Only

Before Txt2Remind

Women responded to Cervical Smear recalls
better when sent a text
Cervical Smears
(n=5,214)

47.34%

Txt2Remind Only

Before Txt2Remind

39.04%

25.75%

13.67%

Classification Update Rate After Recall

Classification Update Rate After Recall

Medtech 32 Variations

Smoking ABC

Recalls are identified through the ‘recall contact list’ and sent
out manually. This is due to the perceived unreliability of the
recall contact list. Recalls are sent out weekly by a designated
practitioner. The method of communication used for recall is at
the discretion of the designated practitioner. Practice one uses
Doctor Info to help manage certain recalls such as CVDRAs
(Appendix2)

Practice one, despite having Txt2Remind Premium since early
2015 has not been using the Campaign Manager for smoking
status updates and brief advice (n = 173).

Immunisation text recalls prove to be affective

Classification Update Rate After
Recall

100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

Before Txt2Remind

199
80.40%
199
57.29%

255
54.90%

255
50.59%
307
28.66%
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Eight Months

Txt2Remind

Two Years Old
Scheduled Age for Immunisation

307
36%

Five Years Old

Six week, three, five and
eight month immunisation
numbers were too low for
analysis

PRACTICE TWO

Basic since early 2009
Premium since late 2014

Txt2Remind Basic and Premium
Txt2Remind Use
Apt Reminders

Diabetes Recalls

CX Recalls

Practice two uses Txt2Remind to its full capacity, sending out
recalls, appointment reminders and smoking campaign
messages.
A significant proportion of practice two’s population are
transient. As a result, the practice believes that text messages
are the best way to reach this proportion of their population.

Imms Recalls

Campaign Manager

Patient Communication

Appointment Book Use
Practice two charges patients for DNAs $$$$$ (With the
exception of the first time).
The appointment books in Medtech at Practice two are used
for more than appointments (E.g. tasks to be completed).
These variations in Medtech and practice policy could
potentially have influenced analysis.

CVD Recalls sent by Txt2Remind were more likely to be
actioned than those recalled by letter
Diabetic Recalls
(n=524)

The use of Txt2Remind has reduced DNAs by almost 4%
DNAs
(n=24,926)

Txt2Remind Only

Before Txt2Remind

62.40%

61.07%

Txt2Remind

Before Txt2Remind

12.55%

12.87%

Percentage of Total Appointments
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Screening Update Rate After Recall

Medtech 32 Variations

Integrating Txt2Remind into the recall process increased
Cx recall action by over 15%

Recalls are identified through the ‘recall contact list’ and sent
out manually. This is due to the perceived unreliability of the
recall contact list. This occurs when Medtech is not used
properly.

Cervical Smears
(n=1,673)

Practice two has a relatively fluid recall process. Recalls are
sent out when the specialist practitioner can find the time (A
daily process).

Txt2Remind

Before Txt2Remind

27.26%

11.12%

The method of communication for recalls is at the discretion of
the specialist practitioner, bearing in mind the significant
number of transient patients.
Screening Update After Recall

Smoking ABC
Practice two, despite having Txt2Remind Premium since late
2014 has had limited use the Campaign Manager for smoking.
Use has increased over the past 3 months (Appendix Two).

Txt2Remind Immunisation Recalls had higher vaccination update rates than letter recalls

Vaccination Update Rate After Recall

100%
90%

134
79.10%

158
89.87%

134
91.04%
158
77.22%

80%

Before Txt2Remind
119
119 76.47%
69.75%

70%

Txt2Remind

Six week immunisation
numbers were too low for
analysis

229
229
63.32% 63.32%
207
50.72%

60%
207
35.27%

50%
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Five Months

Eight Months
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Scheduled Age for Immunisation

Five Years Old

PRACTICE THREE

Basic since early 2009
Premium since early 2015

Txt2Remind Basic and Premium
Txt2Remind Use
Apt Reminders

CX Recalls

Imms Recalls

Campaign Manager

Patient Communication

Txt2Remind Variations

Appointment Book Use

Despite Practice three having Txt2Remind in use throughout
the practice, only one practitioner uses it for appointment
reminders. This is due to practitioners using their appointment
books like task bars and as a result accidently sending
appointment reminders to patients for tasks (Appendix Two).

Practice three does NOT charge patients for DNAs.
DNAs are recorded in the notes column of the appointment
book (Appendix Two).

Women were more likely to action their cervical smear
recall if they were sent a text message
Cervical Smears
(n=2,152)

DNAs
(n=450)

Txt2Remind

Before Txt2Remind

The use of Txt2Remind has reduced DNAs

35.41%

23.28%

Screening Update Rate After Recall

Txt2Remind

7.42%

Before Txt2Remind

Percentage of Total Appointments

13.56%
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Medtech 32 Variations

Smoking ABC

Recalls are identified through the ‘recall contact list’ and sent
out manually. This is due to the perceived unreliability of the
recall contact list.

Practice three has recently started using Campaign Manager,
for smoking status updates and brief advice, on a monthly
basis (n = 2,201).

Txt2Remind recalls are sent out for initial immunisation and
cervical smear recalls. Immunisation recalls are sent out
weekly, while cervical smear recalls are sent out on a daily
basis when practitioners have the time.

A response rate of 17.72% has been recorded, of which 82.56%
of responses were recorded back into Medtech (Appendix
Two).

CVDRAs and blood recalls are sent out first by letter and then
followed up with a Txt2Remind recall if needed. This is due to
the paper nature of lab forms (Appendix Two).

Txt2Remind Immunisation Recalls had higher classification update rates than letter recalls

Before Txt2Remind
206
96.60%

146
93.15%

100%

274
87.59%

Vaccination Update Rate After Recall

90%
80%

146
72.60%

70%

206
63.11%

274
53.65%

60%
50%

Txt2Remind

288
77.78%

288
48.61%

40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
Five Months

Eight Months

Two Years Old

Scheduled Age for Immunisation

Five Years Old

Six week and three month
immunisation numbers were
too low for analysis
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PRACTICE FOUR

Basic since mid-2009
Premium since early 2015

Txt2Remind Basic and Premium
Txt2Remind Use
Apt Reminders

CX Recalls

Imms Recalls

Campaign Manager

Patient Communication

Txt2Remind Variations

Appointment Book Use

Practice four has been using Txt2Remind premium since early
2015. Over the past year the practice has been making great
use of all three key features; write back, appointment book
colour coding and the Campaign Manager (Appendix Two).

Practice four charges patients for DNAs $$$$$ (With the
exception of the first time).
Not all appointments are finalised at the same time. Patients 13
years and under leave their appointment slips at the end of
the reception desk and these are then finalised at the end of
the day.
Practice four has two specific appointment books purely for
nurse or doctor admin tasks (Appendix Two).

Cx recalls are sent out in bulk from the recall contact list
affecting Txt2Remind numbers
Cervical Smears
(n=7,138)

Txt2Remind

Before Txt2Remind

The use of Txt2Remind has reduced DNAs by half
DNAs
(n=42,700)

20.43%

Txt2Remind

36.31%
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Screening Update Rate After Recall

Before Txt2Remind

3.87%

6.30%

Percentage of Total Appointments

Medtech 32 Variations

Smoking ABC

Recalls are identified through the ‘recall contact list’ and for
cervical smear recalls are sent out in bulk.

Practice four has been using Txt2Remind Campaign Manager
significantly over the past year (n = 4,892 considered for
analysis).

Some more specific recalls, such as flu vaccine recalls, are sent
out automatically through the query builder.
Practice four has set recall protocol where specific nurses work
on their recalls fortnightly. However, only cervical recalls are
sent out fortnightly while immunisation recalls are sent monthly
(in advance).

The practice has had a 15.09% response rate and almost all
(85.53%) of those messages have resulted in an update in
Medtech (Appendix Two).

Immunisation and cervical recalls are sent through Txt2Remind
for the first 2 recalls and finally followed up with a letter if
needed

Txt2Remind Immunisation Recalls had significantly higher classification update rates than letter recalls

Before Txt2Remind

Six week, three, five and
eight month immunisation
numbers were too low for

100%

Vaccination Update Rate After Recall

90%
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69.72%

80%

161
61.49%
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36.65%
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0%
Two Years Old

Five Years Old
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Scheduled Age for Immunisation

PRACTICE FIVE

Basic since mid-2011
Premium since mid-2015

Txt2Remind Basic and Premium
Txt2Remind Use
Apt Reminders

CX Recalls

Imms Recalls

Practice Five has sent out recalls in regards to immunisation,
diabetes and CVD, however, numbers were too low for
analysis (Appendix Two).

Campaign Manager

Patient Communication

Appointment Book Use
Practice five charges for DNAs $$$$$$.
This practice uses Connectmed for online appointment
bookings. As a result, it was found that many appointments
(over 13,000) were booked under the name of a family
member who made the booking. The appointment was then
changed in the appointment book, upon arrival, to represent
the patient, which lead to deleting the original booking and
the data extraction software classing it as a DNA.

Integrating Txt2Remind into the Cx recall process
increased recall action
Cervical Smears
(n=2,554)

DNAs
(n=44,722)

Txt2Remind

Before Txt2Remind

Taking into account online bookings for other family members
Txt2Remind has reduced DNA appointments

40.56%

34.61%
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Screening Update Rate After Recall

Txt2Remind

4.27%

Before Txt2Remind

Percentage of Total Appointments

4.37%

Medtech 32 Variations

Smoking ABC

Recalls are identified through the ‘recall contact list’ and sent
out manually. This is due to the perceived unreliability of the
recall contact list.

Practice five has only sent out a limited number of messages
regarding smoking over the past two year (n = 695 available
for analysis).

All recalls are sent out on a weekly basis, however, they are
sent out a month retrospectively.

However, of these messages a 25.76% response rate was
recorded.

Cx and immunisation recalls are initially sent out through
Txt2Remind and then followed up with letters (Appendix Two).

As practice five has only had Txt2Remind Campaign Manager
for just over a year, not all message responses were updated
automatically in Medtech (Appendix Two).

Immunisation
The number of immunisation recalls, sent across all age groups,
was not large enough for analysis.
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PRACTICE SIX

Basic since mid-2010
Premium since N/A

Txt2Remind Basic
Txt2Remind Use
Apt Reminders

CX Recalls

Practice six has sent out text messages through Txt2Remind in
regards to diabetes, however, numbers were too low for
analysis. These messages are most likely diabetic recall results
or second recalls.
One hundred and twelve text messages have been sent out in
regards to CVD, however, only six letter recalls were sent out
prior to Txt2Remind (Appendix Two).

Cervical smear recalls were actioned more often when
Txt2Remind was integrated into the recall process
Cervical Smears
(n=291)

Imms Recalls

Patient Communication

Appointment Book Use
Practice six charges patients for DNAs $$$$$$$$ (with the
exception of the first time).
Connectmed and ManageMyHealth are used to book and
manage appointments by patients online (Appendix Two).

DNAs were reduced by almost 3% with Txt2Remind
DNAs
(n=20,731)

Txt2Remind

Before Txt2Remind

23.02%

17.18%

Screening Update Rate After Recall

Txt2Remind

2.77%

Before Txt2Remind

Percentage of Total Appointments

5.59%
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Medtech 32 Variations

Smoking ABC

Recalls are identified through the ‘recall contact list’ and sent
out manually. This is due to the perceived unreliability of the
recall contact list.

Practice six has sent very few text messages in relation to
smoking. This is due to their PHO providing funding for the short
term employment of an individual to call patients updating
their smoking status and offer brief advice (Appendix Two).

Recalls are sent out on a daily basis when practitioners can
find the time.
Cervical smear recalls are their main use of Txt2Remind for
recalls and text messages are sent out as the first recall
followed by a letter and then phone call if needed (Appendix
Two).

Six week, three month, five month, eight month and two year immunisation numbers were too low for analysis

Before Txt2Remind

Vaccination Update Rate After Recall
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Txt2Remind

However, for five year old
immunisation recalls the
difference in vaccination
updates before Txt2Remind
was in use and after is
statistically significant (pvalue = 0.00018).
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PRACTICE SEVEN

Basic since early 2009
Premium since N/A

Txt2Remind Basic
Txt2Remind Use
Apt Reminders

CX Recalls

Practice seven mainly uses Txt2Remind to send out
appointment reminders. It is used however, for cervical smear
recalls, smoking ABCs and occasionally immunisation recalls
(Appendix Two).

Imms Recalls

Patient Communication

Appointment Book Use
Practice seven does NOT charge patients for DNAs. Instead, a
comment is made in the notes column next to the
appointment.
All appointments are closed at reception as soon as the
patient has completed their appointment (Appendix Two).

Introducing Txt2Remind into the Cx recall process has
increased recall action by almost 10%
Cervical Smears
(n=234)

Txt2Remind reduced DNAs by almost 3%
DNAs
(n=14,619)

Txt2Remind

Before Txt2Remind

31.20%

22.22%

Screening Update Rate After Recall

Txt2Remind

6.42%

Before Txt2Remind

Percentage of Total Appointments

9.04%
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Medtech 32 Variations

Smoking ABC

All recalls at practice seven are initially sent out via letter. Any
follow up recalls, mainly for cervical smears and immunisations,
are sent out via Txt2Remind.

Practice seven has sent out smoking ABC text messages in the
past using the query builder, as the practice is still using
Txt2Remind basic.

Follow up recalls are identified through the ‘recall contact list’
and sent out manually. This is due to the perceived unreliability
of the recall contact list.

Of the 420 confirmed text messages sent in relation to smoking
33.81% had a response. As a result 84.51% of responses were
manually updated in Medtech.

Recalls are sent out on a weekly basis one month in advance.

All immunisation numbers were too low to be analysed
As mentioned previously, this is due to the fact that all
immunisation recalls sent via Txt2Remind are sent out as follow
up recalls.
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PRACTICE EIGHT

Basic since early 2009

Txt2Remind Basic

Premium since N/A

Txt2Remind Use
Apt Reminders

CX Recalls

Practice eight’s primary use of Txt2Remind is to send out
appointment reminders. It is also used however, for cervical
smear recalls, smoking ABCs and miscellaneous patient
communication (Appendix Two).

CVD Recalls

Patient Communication

Appointment Book Use
Practice eight charges patients for DNAs $$$$$$$$ (with the
exception of the first time).
All appointments are paid for before the patient is allowed to
see their practitioner.
The appointment books are mainly used for appointments,
however, there is a specific appointment book dedicated to
nurse phone calls. Txt2Remind is turned off for this specific book
(Appendix Two).

Cx recalls are sent out in bulk from the recall contact list
affecting Txt2Remind numbers
Cervical Smears
(n=1,319)

Txt2Remind

Before Txt2Remind

Text reminders have reduced DNAs by over 10%
DNAs
(n=25,907)
Txt2Remind

18.73%

32.98%
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Screening Update Rate After Recall

Before Txt2Remind

5.50%

10.70%

Percentage of Total Appointments

Medtech 32 Variations

Smoking ABC

Recalls are identified through the ‘recall contact list’ and sent
out in bulk. When recalls are not recorded or sent out in the
correct manner in Medtech, sending messages in bulk without
checking each patient will affect Txt2Remind numbers. For
example, if women have had a hysterectomy since their last
smear, they will still be on the recall list. If recalls are sent in bulk
and the patient’s file is not checked they will be sent a recall
that will never be actioned. Therefore the Txt2Remind numbers,
in this care, are not a true representation.

Practice eight has sent out a significant number of text
messages in relation to smoking ABCs (n = 11,728 message
delivery confirmed). This was done by using the query builder in
Medtech32.

Recalls are sent out on a monthly basis (Appendix Two).

The practice has had a very impressive response rate of
51.46%. However, because the practice is on the basic
Txt2Remind plan, every response had to be manually coded
back into Medtech. Unfortunately, the Txt2Remind inbox was
not monitored and only 9.94% of responses were coded.
The use of Txt2Remind Campaign Manager would have
ensured that practice eight’s responses were coded correctly,
updating almost 50% of the targeted population
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PRACTICE NINE

Basic since early 2010

Txt2Remind Basic

Premium since N/A

Txt2Remind Use
Apt Reminders

Diabetes Recalls

Patient Communication

Txt2Remind Variations

Appointment Book Use

Practice nine primarily uses Txt2Remind for appointment
reminders. The practice very rarely uses the software for recalls,
with the exception of diabetic recalls.

Practice nine primarily uses their appointment books for
appointments. However, there are a few practitioners that do
use them for tasks (e.g. patient phone call or repeat script).
All enrolled patients finalise their appointments with reception
upon completion of appointment.
All casual and new patients pay for their appointment prior to
seeing the practitioner (Appendix Two).

Integrating Txt2Remind into the diabetic recall process has
increased the percent of recalls actioned
Diabetic Recalls
(n=324)

DNAs
(n=19,566)

Txt2Remind

Before Txt2Remind

The use of Txt2Remind has reduced an already low DNA rate

58.95%

52.78%

Screening Update Rate After Recall

Txt2Remind

Before Txt2Remind

2.60%

4.75%

Percentage of Total Appointments
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Medtech 32 Variations

Smoking ABC

Despite practice nine sending out over 300 messages in
relation to diabetes, when interviewed the practice stated that
no recalls were sent out through Txt2Remind. As a result, no
information was given on the recall process.

Practice nine has sent out over 600 text messages in relation to
smoking ABCs. However, the delivery was only confirmed for
492 messages.

The reasoning behind sending recalls out by letter, rather than
through Txt2Remind, is due to the perceived unreliability of the
recall process in Medtech. If the recording and sending of
recalls in Medtech is not completed correctly the recall
contact list will be incorrect.

Very few immunisation recalls were sent out over the past
two and a half years.
Numbers were too low for analysis. All age groups had fewer
than 70 messages recorded.

The response rate was 20.73% and almost all responses were
manually updated in Medtech (71.57%).
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PRACTICE TEN

Basic since mid-2010
Premium since N/A

Txt2Remind Basic
Txt2Remind Use
Apt Reminders

Imms Recalls

Patient Communication

Txt2Remind Variations

Appointment Book Use

Practice ten mainly uses Txt2Remind for appointment
reminders. It is also used on occasion for immunisation recalls
and miscellaneous patient communication (Appendix Two).

Practice ten does NOT charge patients for DNAs. Rather, a
comment is made in the notes column next to the appropriate
appointment.
Practitioners are not encouraged to use their appointment
books for tasks. However, it does happen.
The practice has a specific appointment book dedicated to
nurse phone tasks. This could affect appointment data.

The use of Txt2Remind has reduced an already low DNA rate
DNAs
(n=19,566)

Txt2Remind

7.22%

Before Txt2Remind

Percentage of Total Appointments

8.72%
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Medtech 32 Variations

Smoking ABC

Immunisation recalls are identified through the ‘recall contact
list’ and sent out manually. This is due to the perceived
unreliability of the recall contact list.

Practice ten has sent out near 2,000 smoking text messages, of
which 1,200 were definitely delivered.

Practice ten sends out immunisation recalls on a monthly basis.
First and second recalls are sent out via text and the final
follow up recall is sent by letter (Appendix Two).

The practice had a decent response rate of 36.25% and a
large proportion of responses were manually updated in
Medtech.
The use of Txt2Remind Campaign Manager could make the
process quicker and easier allowing practitioners to spend their
resources elsewhere.
It is important to note that more recently, practice ten’s PHO
has provided funding for an individual to call patients updating
their smoking status and offering them brief advice

Txt2Remind Immunisation recalls for five year olds had a higher classification update rate than letter recalls

Before Txt2Remind

Vaccination Update Rate After Recall
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Txt2Remind

Five year old immunisation
recall was the only age
group with a large enough
sample size for analysis
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Discussion & Conclusion
Each practices has integrated Txt2Remind into its practices in slightly different ways.
Some practices, like practice one, uses Txt2Remind to its full capacity, for appointment
reminders and for a whole array of recalls. However, there are still many practices that
choose to only use Txt2Remind for specific recalls or appointment reminders. One of the
main reasons why not all practices use Txt2Remind to its full capacity would be the
variations in Medtech 32 use.
Medtech 32 usage, even more so than Txt2Remind, was very varied between practices.
The procedure for a DNA appointments and recall contact list, in particular were very
varied. Some practices choose to charge patients for DNA appointment, creating a
transaction for the missed appointment. Other practices, that choose not to charge
patients for DNAs, left comments in the notes column of the appointment book for
record. These variations have implications when collecting and analysing data on
appointment confirmation.
The variations in recall procedure, within Medtech, also proved to be large. Many
practices chose to send their recalls out manually from the recall contact list, as there is
a perceived unreliability with the list. This unreliability arises when the recall system within
Medtech is not used correctly. However, two practices, four and eight, still chose to send
out their recalls in bulk form. As mentioned previously this had repercussions during
analysis for DNA data. The other major variation with Medtech use is how practices code
their screening and classification results. Not all practices used the correct screening
codes when updating patient result. For example, when compiling a list of most-used
screening terms for each practice, some practices had multiple terms for the same
outcome. This was particularly seen for cervical smear results. These variations in
Txt2Remind and Medtech use all had an effect on the design and/or analysis sections of
this project.
Practices have shown many different ways in which DNAs are recorded, cancellations
are dealt with, appointment books are used and when appointments are finalised. These
different methods in Medtech shaped the design of the data analysis software and
potentially even the results produced. The details outlining how and why the data
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extraction software was built to accommodate these differences is outlined in Appendix
One.
Overall, despite differences, Txt2Remind appointment reminders have shown to
significantly reduce unattended appointments (DNAs). Making healthcare closer to
home has made general practice health services more accessible. Improving access to
care has most likely had a large follow on effect improving health outcomes through
prevention and early intervention.
Txt2Remind for recalls has shown to be even more unique than the appointment
reminder process. Each practice has their own recall procedures that Txt2Remind has
been integrated into. Each practice has their own preferences as to what recalls
Txt2Remind is used for and even within practices, practitioners have their own
preferences. It is important to take into account these differences when analysing the
results.
Txt2Remind was not used for diabetic recalls often. Only three of the ten practices use
Txt2Remind for diabetic recalls regularly enough to produce numbers large enough for
analysis. This is mainly due to the fact that the majority of diabetic recalls are blood tests,
measuring HbA1c and glucose levels. A blood tests requires a paper lab form, which
patients must take with them, indicating the specific blood tests required. As the lab
forms are in paper form, and not electronic, many practices choose to send diabetic
blood recalls by letter so that the lab form can be sent alongside the recall.
Despite only three practices using Txt2Remind for diabetic recalls, the results were still
extremely promising. Two of the three practices showed a statistically significant increase
in diabetic screening updates, 60 days after a diabetic recall was sent, with the use of
Txt2Remind. Practice two, while the increase was not statistically significant, still showed
a slight increase in screening updates.
Results were just as promising for cervical smear recalls. Of the ten practices in this study,
eight have sent a significant number of Txt2Remind text messages in relation to cervical
smear recalls. Overall, cervical smear recalls, with the exception of appointment
reminders, was the primary use for Txt2Remind. Unlike CVDRA recalls, where ethnicity,
age and risk all play a role in when you receive your recall, and diabetic recalls, where
the types of recalls vary dramatically (i.e. foot check vs blood test), cervical recalls are
relatively simple. Of the eight practices, six showed a statistically significant increase in
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screening updates with the use of Txt2Remind compared to traditional forms of recall
such as letters.
The two practices that did not show an increase, practice four and practice eight, both
have one thing in common that separates them from the other practices. These two
practices send out the cervical smear recalls in bulk, rather than manually going through
each patient that the recall contact list in Medtech provides. If the recall system is not
used accurately in Medtech, the recall contact list will not be accurate. If the recall
contact list is inaccurate and the recalls are sent out in bulk, many individuals will be sent
a recall when it is not required. This then increases the sample size of individuals receiving
cervical smear text recalls diluting the actual effect of Txt2Remind.
As results have shown, Txt2Remind has increased cervical smear recall action.
Txt2Remind has therefore the potential to increase the early detection of cervical
cancer and reduce the burden of disease here in New Zealand in a cost effective
manner.
Like diabetic recalls, cardiovascular disease (CVD) recalls through Txt2Remind were
limited. Of the ten practices involved in this study, only two have sent a high enough
number of CVD related text messages for analysis. The majority of CVD recalls are
cardiovascular disease risk assessments, of which all men and women within a specific
age bracket are required to have. Many practices found that CVDRAs are difficult to
explain in a 160 character text message. As a result, these practices prefer to send these
recalls out in the form of a letter.
The two practices that have sent enough CVD recall text messages for analysis both
show a statistically significant increase in screening updates with the use of Txt2Remind
compared to traditional means of recall communication. If more practices were able to
articulate a patient’s need for a CVDRA in a 160 character text message, a higher
number of individuals could be assessed for CVD risk and, if needed, early prevention
methods could be put in place.
The final type of recall that was analysed was immunisation recalls. This type of recall was
limited to immunisations on the National Immunisation Schedule for children up to five
years of age. Nine of the ten practices involved in this study have sent out Txt2Remind
recall messages for immunisation. However, the number of messages sent were generally
very low. For eight month old scheduled immunisations only three practices have sent
over a hundred messages and for two year old scheduled immunisations only five have
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sent over a hundred messages. Due to practices sending out limited numbers of
immunisation recalls, all sample sizes were included for analysis.
For eight month immunisations recalls, results showed an increase in vaccination rates for
individuals who were sent a text recall instead of a letter in eight of the nine practices.
There was one practice showing lower rates after Txt2Remind had a sample size of only
12 messages. This is very low to consider for analysis as the practice has an enrolled
population of over 15,000 people.
Two year old immunisation recall results showed that seven of the nine practices sending
immunisation recalls have a higher rate of vaccination with the use of Txt2Remind
compared to traditional letters. Five of these increases were statistically significant. There
were two practices who showed a lower vaccination rate with the use of Txt2Remind,
practice one and practice five. Practice one did not show a significant decrease with
the use of Txt2Remind, while practice five sends their messages out retrospectively.
Sending recalls out retrospectively already reduces the population of individuals to those
who will not vaccinate, have been vaccinated elsewhere or are unable to vaccinate at
the time of recall.
Although the majority of practices in this study claimed to send out their immunisation
recalls in advance, classification update rates do not seem to match overall practice or
national immunisation rates. This is most likely to do with the fact that recalls are only
being sent to individuals who are not responding, have received the immunisation
elsewhere or are too unwell to have the immunisation.
Data analysis has been limited to eight month and two year old immunisation recalls due
to the low number of text messages sent across all age groups. Data on all other age
groups (6 weeks to five years old) can be provided upon request.
Results, overall, are extremely positive. They show that with the use of Txt2Remind
immunisation recalls are actioned more often. It is important to remember that sample
sizes are extremely low and with large sample sizes the positive effect of Txt2Remind may
be more visible.
Txt2Remind’s use extends past appointment reminders and recalls to smoking Ask, Brief
and Cessation (ABC) messages. Txt2Remind Premium has a specialised feature, called
Campaign Manager, which helps practices send and manage their smoking SBC
messages. Of the ten practices included in this study, five have txt2Remind Premium and
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therefore Campaign Manager. Practice two has sent out less 100 messages related to
smoking and were not considered for analysis. The remaining four practices showed
response rates between 5.2% and 25.76%. Although these percentages may seem low,
this is not the case, as 20% is considered a reasonable rate of response in healthcare. It
may also be the case that because the practice is up to date with its smoking statuses
and brief advice those not responding are those already disengaged with the health
system.
Classification update rates, on the other hand, show to be consistent with the use of
Campaign Manager, around 80%. Classification update rates will not reach 100% as not
all response messages will require a classification update, for example “This is not John
Smith’s phone”. Campaign Manager is an effective way of updating smoking statuses
and offering brief advice in a manner that does not require numerous practice
resources.
Of the five other practices, that do not have Txt2Remind premium, smoking ABC
messages were still sent through the query build function in Medtech. Results show
extremely positive response rates, however, classification updates are lower than those
using Campaign Manager. Practice eight has sent almost 12,000 messages related to
smoking and had an amazing response rate of 51.46%. Unfortunately, as the practice is
still on Txt2Remind basic, responses were not automatically updated and the
classification update rate was only 9.94%. Without the use of Campaign Manager an
individual at the practice must monitor the Txt2Remind inbox for responses related to the
smoking messages sent. This individual must then code each response individually back
into Medtech. Practice eight is a great example of how Campaign Manager could
have automatically updated almost 50 of smoking ABC responses.
Results have shown that Txt2Remind has the ability to reduce DNAs, increase recall
follow-up and update smoking statuses in a smart and cost-effective manner.
Txt2Remind is a smart system that when integrated into a general practice, can bring
healthcare closer to home.
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This study has highlighted several areas for improvement in the future.
The first area identified for improvement is the appointment recording process. As
mentioned previously, it was difficult to conclusively identify whether an appointment
was attended, cancelled, rebooked or not attended. For future research to be more
accurate, an appointment trail is needed. The use of an online appointment booking
system should solve this problem. The online system could allow patients to book, rebook
or cancel appointments themselves, while at the same time an electronic record is kept
for future analysis. The online booking system will provide additional information for
clinicians, such as the reason for booking an appointment, and will also provide
alternative payment methods, which will streamline reception work.
Vensa Health is currently developing an online booking system where patients can
manage their own appointments. The system will also have a check in feature where
patients can actively check in themselves when they arrive at the clinic. At the same
time, this system looks to track the movement of all appointments so that more accurate
data can be collected for future effectiveness in studies. This is a great opportunity to
expand the literature on how smarter systems integrated into healthcare can improve
access to care and ultimately improve health outcomes.
This system can also contribute to increased health literacy; the system will empower
clinicians to post consultation summaries which can then be pushed to patients via an
App. These summaries can also include information from accredited content providers
such as health navigator.
The second area identified for improvement is conclusively understanding the
connection between text message recalls and attending a recall. Throughout this study
we looked at how integrating Txt2Remind into the Medtech 32 recall system could
improve the percentage of individuals who had a correlated screening update within 60
days. We were unable to conclusively state that an individual created an appointment
to action their recall as a result of the message they were sent. As part of our upcoming
patient portal Vensa will be able to introduce a link, that can be electronically traced,
into a recall text, inviting smart phone users to directly book an appointment online. This
will allow future studies to conclusively determine whether or not an appointment was
booked as a result of a recall text message.
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Vensa Health is currently developing a system where links can be embedded in a recall
text or secure message online and tracked for smart phone users. In doing so, Vensa
Health will, in the near future, be able to add to the literature on how smarter systems
that are closer to home can contribute to early prevention and improved health
outcomes.
Vensa Health is committed to integrating smarter systems into New Zealand Healthcare
the make a difference.
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Methods
Recalls
For each type of recall; CVD, diabetes, cervical smear, smoking and immunisations,
data was collected from two different time periods for all enrolled patients. First,
data was collected from a two year time period before the practice began using
Txt2Remind. Second, data was collected from the most recent two and a half years
since the practice has been using Txt2Remind (2014-2016). During the second time
period, data was collected only for recalls sent by text message (Txt2Remind) (Figure
1).

Practice

Two Years prior
to using
Txt2Remind
All recalls sent by letter

Most Recent Two
and a Half Years
of Data
Only recalls sent
using
Txt2Remind

Figure 1. Recall data collection

Extracting data for the time period, before Txt2Remind was in use, required the
configuration of specific recall outbox documents, found in Medtech’s outbox
(Figure 2). As recall outbox documents are specific to each practice, the
configuration process was completed independently for each practice. The
software compiled a list of all outbox documents ever used at that specific practice.
In consultation with a nurse, the outbox documents were sorted into the appropriate
category (i.e. CVDRA recall moved into CVD/CVDRA category). It is important to
note that only recall documents that were specifically configured to a certain type
of recall were counted in this analysis. If the practice adjusted a generic outbox
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document (i.e. ‘recalls’) for each recall, it would not have been counted in the
analysis. This is due to the software’s inability to read specific content in patient’s
outbox documents. The software is only able to analyse recall letter template
descriptions.

Figure 2. Recall outbox documents

Extracting data from the most recent two and a half years was a much simpler
process. All text messages sent during this time, for each specific practice, were
extracted from the Txt2Remind database. Within the Txt2Remind database, each
text message, if applicable, has been categorised into its relevant subject matter
(i.e. diabetes, appointment reminder, smoking, etc.).
To understand whether a patient responded to a recall letter or text, by making an
appointment and receiving their specific screening test, Medtech screening and
classification data was analysed (immunisation data in the case of immunisation
recalls).
As screening terms in Medtech can be tailored to suit each practice, a list of
screening terms for each specific recall was configured from a list of all screening
terms used in each specific practice (Figure 3). For all practices, screening terms
were selected in consultation with a nurse.
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Figure 3. Recall screening terms

Once the software had been configured specifically for each practice, the software
was then run. The software identified each specific recall, sent by letter or
Txt2Remind, and searched Medtech within the proceeding 60 days for an updated
screening or immunisation record specifically related to the type of recall sent.
Smoking messages were analysed in a very similar manner. All smoking
classifications, specific to each practice, were identified by the data extraction
software. Once identified, in consultation with a nurse, the appropriate
classifications were categorised as Ask, Brief or Cessation (ABC). The software was
then run identifying a new smoking classification update within 30 days after
receiving a smoking text message.
The results provided by the software analysis were then graphed and analysed
appropriately.
Appointment Reminders
To analyse the effect of Txt2Remind appointment reminders, data regarding
appointment attendance, cancellations and ‘did not attend’ (DNA) appointments
was collected from Medtech. This was done through building a software that looked
at many different aspects of Medtech to understand whether an appointment was
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attended or not. Due to the different ways in which practices and individual
practitioners use Medtech, this process was complicated. Figure 4 outlines this
process.

Appointment

DNA

Cancellation

Attended

1. If a 'DNA' transaction for the
appointment was recorded

1. If the appointment was
removed from the appointment
book up to 1 hour before the
scheduled appointment time

1. If a time stamp was recorded
for arriving the patient, providing
a slip for the patient or the time
consultation begins

2. If the words DNA or 'did not
attend' were written in the notes
column next to the appointment

2. If a 'Cancellation' transaction
for the appointment was
recorded

2. Any other appointment that
does not have any cancellation or
DNA conditons and does not have
a ** in the notes column

3. Any appointment what was
removed from the appointment
book one hour before the time of
the appointment started and
onwards

3. If the words 'cancel',
'cancelled', 'cancellation',
'rebooked' or 'rbk' were written
in the notes column next to the
appointment

** in the notes column next to an
appointment ensures no
reminder is sent for the
appointment (most likely not an
in person appointment)

Figure 4. Appointment reminder consideration

Practices can specifically tailor the terms they use in their appointment book to
denote a cancelled or DNA appointment, as the notes column in the appointment
book is freehand. As a result, and to make results more accurate, the terms
searched for in the notes column were configured for each specific practice (Figure
5).
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Figure 5. Configuring appointment notes

Once the software was setup, data was analysed for the same two time periods
mentioned above (Figure 1). However, it is important to note that during the time
period where Txt2Remind was not in use, no form of appointment reminders were
used.
The time period between when an appointment reminder was sent and when the
patient’s file was updated with an attended, cancelled or DNA appointment, was
set to 7 days (Assumptions).
The results provided by the software analysis were then graphed and analysed
appropriately.
Analysis
Once the software was run for all recalls and appointment reminders, it became
obvious that far less appointment reminders were sent than appointments and far
less text recalls were sent than letter recalls. To make analysis more accurate, the
sample sizes for each comparison group, before Txt2Remind and Txt2Remind, were
made equal. As there were fewer text messages sent, the sample size was usually
based on the number of text messages sent. The most recent recalls/appointments
from the time period before Txt2Remind were chosen in comparison. There was the
occasional situation where more text message recalls were sent than letter recalls. In
this case, the oldest text messages were chosen in comparison.
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Once all software was run again, taking into consideration equal sample sizes, data
was graphed and analysed. One-tailed Z-tests, for proportions, were used to analyse
whether the differences between the two time frames and recall methods were
statistically significant.
H0 = the proportion of people who follow through with their recall after a letter recall
= the proportion of people who follow through with their recall after a text recall.
Ha = the proportion of people who follow through with their recall after a Txt2Remind
recall ≥ the proportion of people who follow through with their recall after a letter
recall.
The test was calculated with a significance level of 0.05. Refer to page 5 for the
assumptions made around the use of one-tailed z tests.
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Practice Surveys
Practice One
Practice one uses Txt2Remind in conjunction with Medtech 32 and Doctor Info. Their
main use for Txt2Remind is to send out appointment reminders, however, the practice
also uses it for recalls and miscellaneous practice communication. The practice has
been using Txt2Remind since late 2009 and upgraded to the premium version of
Txt2Remind over a year ago. The practice mainly uses the premium version for the
appointment reminder write back feature to update the appointment book on patient
attendance. Even though Txt2Remind Premium writes back all text message responses to
the patients inbox, practice one does not utilise this feature and askes patients not to
respond to the text messages they are sent. The practice does not utilise this feature so
time is not spent checking the Txt2Remind inbox for patients replies. The Campaign
Manager, also a feature of Txt2Remind Premium, has been used for smoking
classification updates and to offer brief advice. However, this feature of Txt2Remind has
not been utilised to its full potential, highlighting an area where practice one could
better utilise Txt2Remind.
Txt2Remind usage varies between practices, however, a much larger source of data
usage variation lies within Medtech 32. As Txt2Remind is run in conjunction with Medtech,
Txt2Remind relies on how Medtech 32 is used.
Practice one sends out their recalls, mainly, by using the ‘recall contact list’ that
Medtech 32 produces. The exception to this is recalls for flu vaccinations which are sent
out through a Medtech 32 query build. All recalls that are generated through the recall
contact list are checked manually and sent out one at a time, instead of utilising the
bulk SMS function of Medtech 32 and Txt2Remind. This is due to the fact that practitioners
do not trust the information provided to them on the recall contact list. If a 2nd or 3rd
recall is not generated as a new recall, the date is changed on the original recall, and
recalls are sent out on a weekly basis, a patient who received their recall last week but
did not respond or has not had their appointment yet, will be sent another message.
Additionally, if a patient has attended an appointment for their recall but the results of
that recall have not been added to their screening tab in Medtech, the recall will
remain and they will receive another unnecessary recall message.
Practice one sends out its recalls on a weekly basis. Each type of recall is assigned to a
different practitioner or administrator and they are responsible for sending them out on
time. Recall types include; annual diabetes check, podiatry, blood tests, cervical smears,
cardiovascular disease risk assessments (CVDRAs), immunisations and smoking.
The only protocol that the practice has for sending recalls is that patients are contacted
at least three times and all efforts are exhausted to contact them. The method by which
the practice contacts patients, with regard to their recall, is at the discretion of the
practitioner or administrator sending them. Some will send out all three recalls by text,
however, others send out text and letters as well as making phone calls, depending on
the patient.
Practice one, as mentioned previously, uses another software in conjunction with
Medtech called Doctor Info. Doctor Info plays a large role in CVDRA and smoking
recalls. Each patient, when brought onto the Medtech palette, has a dashboard. This
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dashboard is colour coded and alerts practitioners of the patients CVD risk, smoking
status, when they next need a CVDRA and when they were last offered brief advice with
regards to their smoking. This helps the practice manage their recalls outside of their
recall contact list.
A few other key differences between other practices in this study and practice one are;
their nurse appointments, DNA charges and use of the appointment book. Nurse
appointments at practice one are all walk-in appointments. This should be taken into
consideration when looking at appointment reminder results. As no pre-bookings are
taken, no appointment reminders are sent for nurse appointments.
Practice one also charges their patients if they do not attend (DNA) their appointment.
The first time the patient has a DNA they are not charged and they are sent a text
message (through Txt2Remind) informing them that they will be charged next time they
do not attend an appointment. This has positive implications for appointment reminder
analysis, as a DNA transaction provides conclusive evidence that the appointment was
not attended.
Finally, practice one uses their appointment book for events other than appointments.
The practice has a specific appointment book for nurse administration where tasks such
as phoning a patient or filling a repeat script are scheduled. This should also be taken
into consideration when analysing appointment reminder data. Appointments in these
books will be considered even though, in reality, they are not patient appointments.
Practice one was visited on the 25th of July, 2016. The practice manager and a nurse
both sat in on the meeting.
Practice Two
Practice two uses Txt2Remind in conjunction with the Patient Management System (PMS)
Medtech 32. The main uses for Txt2Remind at this practice are for appointment
reminders, recalls and miscellaneous patient communication. The practice has been
using Txt2Remind since early 2009 and upgraded to the premium version late 2014. The
practice utilises both features of premium Txt2Remind, appointment book write back
feature updating appointment attendance and the Campaign Manager for smoking
ABCs (Ask status, Brief advice and Cessation support).
Txt2Remind usage varies between practices, however, a much larger source of data
usage variation lies within Medtech 32. As Txt2Remind is run in conjunction with Medtech,
Txt2Remind relies on how Medtech 32 is used.
Practice two, compared to some of the other practices in this study, has a much more
fluid procedure to their recalls. Recalls are sent out by a nurse who specialises in the area
of recall (E.g. sexual health nurse sends out cervical smear recalls). They do not have a
set time allocated for sending recalls, they do so when they have the time and it is
normally a daily activity. The mode of recall communication also varies depending on
the nurse’s preference. Some nurses prefer not to send text messages while others will
send out two text messages followed by a letter or phone call. The practice does,
however, have a transient population and therefore sending letters is not always
perceived at effective. Regardless, the practice does follow strict protocol to contact
patients at least three times before delaying their recall for another year.
When practitioners do send out their recalls by SMS, they do so through the ‘recall
contact list’. However, once the recall contact list has been generated, the bulk SMS
feature is not utilised. This is due to the lack of confidence that practitioners have in the
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recall data provided. Like other practices in this study, if a 2nd or 3rd recall is not
generated as a new recall, the date is changed on the original recall, and recalls are
sent out on a weekly basis. A patient who received their recall last week but did not
respond or has not had their appointment yet will get sent another message.
Additionally, if a patient has attended an appointment for their recall but the results of
that recall have not been added to their screening tab in Medtech, the recall will
remain and they will receive another unnecessary recall message.
The type of recalls that practice two sends out are; diabetes foot check, podiatry,
diabetic eye screening, diabetic bloods, CVDRA, Immunisations, cervical smears,
mammograms, other bloods and the flu vaccine. However, recalls are not limited to this
list.
Two other factors that could possibly affect that analysis of data for practice two are;
the practice charges for DNA appointments and the appointment books in Medtech
are used for more than appointments. Firstly, due to the fact that the practice charges
patients if they do not attend their appointment, we can confirm more accurately when
a DNA occurred. It is also important to note that the practice does not charge for the
first time a patient does not attend an appointment. Secondly, the practice uses their
appointment book for tasks other than appointments (I.e. phone patient to inform them
of results). In the notes column next to the task in the appointment book, a ** is placed to
ensure that the patient does not get an appointment reminder for the task related to
them. This had consequences when building the software to analyse whether an
appointment was attended or not.
Practice two was visited on the 25th of July and the meeting was conducted with the
practice manager. When the practice manager was unable to answer clinical questions
a nurse was called upon for clarification.
Practice Three
Practice three has been using Txt2Remind since the beginning of 2009 and upgraded to
Txt2Remind Premium early 2015. The practice has used Txt2Remind for recalls and
laboratory results, however, it is currently using it primarily for immunisation recalls. This
practice does not use Txt2Remind for appointment reminders due to the practitioner’s
use of Medtech. Practitioners use the Medtech appointment books for task and, as a
result, patients were receiving ‘appointment reminders’ for tasks that they did not need
to attend. Medtech task training for practice three’s practitioners would be a valuable
way of moving tasks to the appropriate area of the PMS allowing the practice to send
out appointment reminders to its patients.
As the practice has had the premium version of Txt2Remind since early 2015, they have
been able to run smoking campaigns on a monthly basis. The practice’s smoking
campaigns look to update patients smoking status in Medtech as well as offering them
brief advice.
Practice three has set recall protocol that Txt2Remind has been integrated into.
Immunisation and cervical smear recalls are sent out, for the first time, using Txt2Remind.
If these recalls are unattended then patients are sent a letter. Immunisation recalls are
sent out proactively on a weekly basis. While, cervical smear recalls are sent out when
the practitioners get a chance to do so. Txt2Remind is also used for CVDRA and blood
recalls, however, they are used for the second and third recall if applicable. This is due to
the fact that blood and CVDRA recalls need either a lab form or introductory letter.
Patients are sent the applicable paperwork by letter for the first recall and then followed
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up with via Txt2Remind, if applicable. The majority of recalls are sent out manually
through the recall contact list on Medtech. Like many other practices, recalls are sent
out manually as there is a perceived unreliability with the recall contact list.
Other important uses of Medtech that should be noted for practice three are, firstly, they
do not charge for DNA appointments and a comment is made in the notes section of
the appointment book if the appointment was not attended. Secondly, if a patient calls
to cancel an appointment, the appointment is removed from the appointment book.
Practice three’s practice nurse was interviewed about their Medtech and txt2Remind
use over the phone on the 16th of August.
Practice Four
Practice four has been using Txt2Remind since mid-2009 and they upgraded to
Txt2Remind Premium early 2015. The practice uses Txt2Remind primarily for appointment
reminders, however, they also use it for recalls and miscellaneous patient
communication. The practice makes use of the two main Txt2Remind premium features,
the appointment reminder write back feature and the Campaign Manager. Since the
practice has had the premium version, they have sent out over three separate smoking
campaigns with the hopes of updating patients smoking status and offering brief advice
to those who smoke. Practice four is a relatively large practice and therefore have a
large number of appointments daily. Sending out appointment reminders and utilising
the write back feature to update appointment status should be extremely useful.
Practice four has set-out recall procedures, where specialist nurses are set aside time
every fortnight to send out their recalls. While they have time every fortnight to do so,
only diabetic, CVD and cervical smear recalls are sent out fortnightly. Immunisation and
smoking (Campaign Manager) recalls are done monthly. All recalls are found either
through the use of the query builder or recall contact list. The procedure around the
method of recall communication will vary for each type of recall and patient.
Immunisation recalls are generally sent by text the first two times and then called for the
final recall. Cervical smear recalls are sent a text first, then called and finally sent a letter.
Diabetic blood recalls are done slightly differently with letters sent as the first point of
recall. This is due to the fact that a lab form is required for bloods and it is easier to send
the recall with the lab form first. Patients are, however, sent two text messages as their
second and final diabetic blood recall.
Practice four’s use of the appointment book in Medtech has also played a role in the
development of the data extraction software. The practice uses specific appointment
books in Medtech for nurse and doctor admin tasks. As Txt2Remind allows you to select
certain providers/appointment books that do not want to send out appointment
reminders, the practice has utilised this feature to make sure that appointment reminders
are not sent to patients regarding the tasks related to them.
There are two other aspects to practice four’s use of Medtech that should be noted.
Firstly, the practice does charge patients if they do not attend their appointment (with
the exception of the first time) ensuring that there is a transaction related to each DNA
appointment. Secondly, reception does not always process appointments once they
have been completed. Patients thirteen years and under are provided free
appointments, once they have completed their appointment they can leave their
appointment slip at the end of the reception counter and leave. When the reception
has a free moment they will go through all the appointment slips and process them. This
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had to be taken into consideration when analysing for appointment transactions
associated with appointment reminders.
Practice four was visited on the 26th of July and the meeting was conducted with the
practice manager. However, when she was unable to answer a clinical question a nurse
was called upon for clarification.
Practice Five
Practice five has been using Txt2Remind since mid-2011 and upgraded to the premium
version of Txt2Remind mid-2015. The practice primarily uses Txt2Remind for appointment
reminders, however, it is also used for bulk flu vaccine reminders, smoking ABCs and
other recalls. As the practice uses the premium version of Txt2Remind, they are able to
use the appointment reminder write back feature, keeping their appointment books up
to date.
Practice five typically sends out their recalls on a weekly basis, however, it is important to
note that all recalls are done retrospectively and are sent out from the recall contact list
manually. This practice, like many others, does not send its recalls out using the bulk
message tool in the recall contact list, due to its perceived unreliability. For example, if a
2nd or 3rd recall is not generated as a new recall (i.e. the date is changed on the original
recall) and recalls are sent out on a weekly basis, a patient who received their recall last
week but did not respond or has not attended their appointment yet will get sent
another message. Additionally, if a patient has attended an appointment for their recall
but the results of that recall have not been added to their screening tab in Medtech, the
recall will remain and they will receive another unnecessary recall message.
Recalls, for patients with a mobile phone number, are sent out initially as a text message.
In line with Ministry of Health regulations that the practice then sends a 2nd recall either
by letter or phone call and a final recall is sent by letter informing the patient of the risks
associated with missing the specific recall. The practice sends out a range of recalls by
text message, with the exception of blood recalls. This is due to the fact that blood
recalls require lab forms to be sent to patients.
The final aspect of practice five’s use of Medtech that should be noted is their use of the
appointment book. The appointment book for each practitioner is solely used for
appointment reminders, however, the practice has a specific appointment book for
nurse admin. This appointment book is not used for appointments at all, rather, tasks that
the nurses need to complete. As Txt2Remind allows you to select specific appointment
books not to send appointment reminders from, the appointment book is allowed to be
used for tasks.
Practice Six
Practice six has been using Txt2Remind since mid-2010 and are still using the basic
version of the software. The practice primarily uses Txt2Remind for appointment
reminders (around 80%), however, a small percentage of usage is for cervical smear
recalls, smoking ABCs and laboratory results.
As Txt2Remind is mainly used for appointment reminders, there are a few aspects of the
practice’s use of Medtech that should be taken into consideration. The practice does
charge patients for unattended appointments, with the exception of the first time.
Therefore DNA appointments are recorded in the patient’s appointment transactions.
Cancelled appointments on the other hand are removed from the appointment book
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when cancelled. As the practice uses Connect Med and ManageMyHealth to make
appointments, patients are able to cancel and reschedule appointments on their own.
Regardless of the appointment booking process, all appointments are settled after the
patient has finished their appointment.
The appointment books at practice six are mainly used for appointments. However,
some doctors occasionally use them for tasks. This could potentially have an effect on
appointment results.
Practice six uses Txt2Remind for only a limited number of recalls. Cervical smear recalls
would be their main use, where a text is sent first, followed by a letter and then a final
phone call if necessary. Other recalls such as CVDRAs and bloods are sent out by letter.
Recalls are processed on a daily basis when the dedicated practitioner can find the
time. They send out all recalls in advance and use the recall contact list manually.
The final aspect of practice six to note would be their smoking classification updates and
brief advice. Doctor Info is used to update patients smoking status and to offer them
brief advice. The practice has also been able to allocate nurse resources to call patients
who did not answer text messages.
Practice Seven
Practice seven has been using Txt2Remind since early 2009 and are still using the basic
version of the software. The practice, in the early years, primarily used Txt2Remind for
miscellaneous forms of patient communication. However, more recently, the practice
primarily uses the software to send appointment reminders to patients. Recalls, through
Txt2Remind, are not being used frequently.
Recalls, at practice seven, are primarily sent out by letter first and followed up by a text
message where applicable. Cervical smear and immunisation recalls would be the two
main areas where regular follow-up text messages are sent. The recall contact list is used
to send out messages manually on a monthly basis.
Smoking text messages have been utilised at practice seven. However, as the practice
does not have the premium version of Txt2Remind, smoking status updates were sent out
using the query builders in Medtech. These messages were sent out over a year ago.
The practice’s use of the appointment book should also be noted. The practice does not
charge for DNA appointments and therefore a comment in the notes column of the
appointment book is made if the appointment was not attended. Practice seven noted
that DNA appointments should not be charged for, as creating a transaction for that
patient updates funded patients when they have actually not attended an
appointment and should not be updated. Cancellations are also removed directly from
the appointment book upon cancellation.
All appointment books are generally used only for appointments, and all appointments
are completed once the patient has finished their appointment. A final point to note
about practice seven is that the majority of their enrolled population is between the age
of 35 and 65. While this is not necessarily an old population, there are still a significant
number of people without mobile phone numbers and a larger number of people with
phones that are not actively used.
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Practice Eight
Practice eight has been using Txt2Remind since early 2010 and are still using the basic
version of the software. The practice primarily uses Txt2Remind to send out appointment
reminders to patients (80%-93% of usage over the past three years). However, they have
used it for CVDRA recalls, cervical smear recalls and miscellaneous forms of patient
communication.
Recall procedure at practice eight states that recalls are sent out on a monthly basis.
Letters are generally sent out first, however as mentioned previously, cervical smear,
smoking and CVDRA recalls are initially sent via text message. It is important to note that
in the last year the practice has stopped sending out CVDRAs using Txt2Remind.
All recalls are compiled using the recall contact list, however, only recalls for cervical
smears are sent out through bulk SMS. CVDRAs, on the other hand, were sent out
manually, one by one. Smoking status updates and brief advice text messages were sent
out using the query builder and more recently the PHO has funded for an individual to
come to the practice and update smoking status’ by calling all the required patients.
The practice uses the appointment book in Medtech mainly for appointments. There is
the exception, however, of specific appointment books set up for nurse phone calls and
triage. These appointment books have Txt2Remind turned off so that patients do not
receive appointment reminders. Also, with regards to appointments, practice eight
charges for DNA appointments with the exception of the first time an appointment is not
attended. A comment is made in the notes column of the appointment book if the
appointment was not attended. It is also important to note however, that in previous
times appointments that were not attended were removed completely from the
appointment book. This was changed for recording purposes. All cancelled
appointments are removed from the appointment book completely.
The practice requires all patients to pay before they see a practitioner to try and reduce
the number of overdue accounts that the practice has. Regardless of paying for the
appointment first, all patients are required to return their appointment slip to the
reception after their appointment has finished so the appointment can be completed.
Practice eight was visited on the 11th of August and the meeting was held with the
practice manager. Any questions that the practice manager was unable to answer
were passed on to a practice nurse for clarification.
Practice Nine
Practice nine has been using Txt2Remind since the beginning of 2010 and are still using
the basic version of the software. The practice primarily uses Txt2Remind to send out
appointment reminders, however, they do use it to notify patients of their laboratory
results and for miscellaneous forms of patient communication.
As mentioned above, practice nine does not use Txt2Remind to send out patient recalls.
They have chosen to send recalls via letter and personal communication over the
phone. This is mainly due to a lack of Txt2Remind knowledge and concerns around the
reliability of Medtech recalls. This unreliability comes from the improper use of sending
and recording recalls in Medtech.
The appointment books at practice nine are not solely used for appointments. Some
practitioners use the system for certain patient tasks such as phone calls and repeat
scripts. This could potentially affect appointment results.
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All enrolled patient appointments are paid for and/or finalised after the appointment
has finished. However, all new and casual patients pay for their appointment before
they are seen by a practitioner.
All appointments cancelled prior to the appointment booking are removed completely
from the appointment book. DNA appointments, on the other hand, are left on the
appointment book and a comment is made next to them in the notes column that they
were not attended. Whether or not a patient is charged for a DNA is at the discretion of
the practitioner. Some practitioners do charge, however, many do not. It is interesting to
note that this practice uses the note of DNA appointments in the diagnostic process for
dementia.
Practice nine was visited on the 12th of August and an admin staff member was
interviewed in regards to the practice’s use of Medtech.
Practice Ten
Practice ten has been using Txt2Remind since mid-2010 and are still using the basic
version of the software. The practice’s primary use of Txt2Remind has been to send out
appointment reminders to patients. However, they have also used the software for
immunisation, Depo Provera, B14 and miscellaneous recalls.
Immunisation recalls are sent out on a monthly basis and are done so manually through
the recall contact list in Medtech 32. Practice protocol says that the first two attempts to
contact a parent/guardian regarding a child’s immunisation recall is to be done using
Txt2Remind. The final attempt to contact the parent/guardian is done so by letter.
The practice does not charge patients for unattended appointments (DNAs). A
comment is left in the notes column in the appointment book next to the DNA
appointment. In contrast, cancelled appointments are not notes, rather they are
removed from the appointment book completely. All attended appointments are
finalised at reception, regardless of fee, once the appointment has finished.
Although practitioners are discouraged from using their appointment books for tasks
such as repeat scripts and phone calls, it does still happen. In addition, the practice has
a specific appointment book dedicated to nurse phone calls. Appointment reminders
have been turned off for this appointment book.
It is important to note two other aspects within practice ten. Firstly, the practice uses
Doctor Info and best practice to help manage certain recalls such as CVDRAs and
smoking status and brief advice. Secondly, the practice has recently received funding
from their PHO for an individual to call patients updating their smoking status and
offering them brief advice.
Practice ten was visited on the 12th of August and the meeting was held with the
practice manager. Any questions she was unable to answer were referred to a practice
nurse.
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Appendix Three
Medtech 32 Extracted Data
The following information was extracted from Medtech 32 for each practice involved in
the study:
Patient
o

PatientId
This is the internal id used in Medtech and Txt2Remind

o

Date of Birth

Appointments
o

Date of the appointment

o

Cancellation date

o

When appointment was created

o

Note (content of appointment book column)

o

When the appointment was invoiced

Services
o

Name of the service

o

Code

o

How many times the service was executed in the practice
E.g.: Number of GP Consultations

Classification
o

Name of classifications

o

Read Codes

o

How many times each classification type was recorded

o

When a new classification was created or updated
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Screenings / Recalls
o

When it was measured

o

Read Codes

o

Description of the screening

o

How many times each screening type was recorded

Outbox Documents (Does NOT include the document itself)
o

Document Code
Internal code
E.g.: “TXTSMA” which is related to a Smoking Ask message

o

Document description

o

When the document was sent

o

How many times each document type was sent

Immunisation
o

Vaccine codes

o

Vaccine descriptions

o

When Vaccine was given

Data extracts, containing raw data, from each practice can be provided upon request.
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